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Taking Care of You.
Employee Benefits:

While you’re taking care of your patients, Aureus Medical
is taking care of you. In addition to top paying positions
in the finest facilities, Aureus Medical offers:

Rewarding Careers.
Experiences of a Lifetime.
Aureus Medical Group is a national leader in healthcare
staffing. For more than 25 years we’ve been placing
exceptional and talented healthcare professionals in top
hospitals and medical facilities across the country.
Aureus Medical is committed to those who count
on us. We pride ourselves on selecting the very best
healthcare professionals to join the Aureus family and
on delivering the highest degree of patient care in
the industry.
Whether you’re considering contract assignments in
exciting destinations across the country, or full-time
placement through our direct-hire program, Aureus
Medical is your trusted and experienced partner.
Healthcare demands it, and so do you.

Aureus Medical Group has earned the
Joint Commission’s Gold Seal of ApprovalTM.

• More positions, enabling you to work when and
where you want. Choose national contract (travel),
local contract, or direct-hire!
• 24-hour contact & rapid response
• Private housing and travel arrangements
handled in-house by experienced staff
• Competitive compensation
• Health, dental, and life insurance
• Professional liability insurance
• 401K plan with matching funds
• Paid vacation upon eligibility
• Education reimbursement (up to $12,000 per degree!)
• Paid licensure
• Performance awards
• Referral Bonus Program

The Right Opportunity.

Aureus Medical is dedicated to helping you
achieve what’s important to you, whether it’s career
enhancement, travel and adventure, or more time with
family and friends. Choose the employment option that
best fits your lifestyle.

National Contract (travel)

Our Specialties.
At Aureus, we specialize. It’s what enables us to provide
the highest level of expertise and personal service found
in the industry.
Our staffing professionals are focused in core areas of
concentration, so you’re assured there’s a dedicated
expert working on your behalf.
Aureus offers opportunities in the following areas
of healthcare:
• Advanced Practice
• Cardiopulmonary
• Cath Lab
• Diagnostic Imaging
• Medical Laboratory
• Neurodiagnostics
• Nursing
• Radiation Oncology
• Rehabilitation Therapy
• Healthcare Administration

Explore new places. Build your resume. Make new
friends. Whether you enjoy a warm weather resort area,
snow-capped mountains, the relaxed style of a smaller
community, or the pulse of the city, Aureus has great
opportunities available nationwide. We’re licensed in all
50 states.

Local Contract

Enjoy the benefits and flexibility of working with Aureus
without the travel. Work for a facility in your immediate
area and enjoy the comforts of your own home and your
own community.

Direct Hire (full-time)

Whether you want to relocate to a different area of the
country or are seeking a new professional opportunity
where you are, count on Aureus Medical to identify the
ideal Direct Hire position for you.

The Inside Advantage.
No Charge for our Services

Our services are provided at no cost to you. Once we’ve
received your resume, your only investment is in the form
of time spent interviewing with prospective employers.

One Contact, Many Opportunities

We’ll open the doors to numerous positions that fit your
unique profile.

The Right Place at the Right Time

When you work with Aureus, you’ll have a significant
advantage over those conducting a career search on
their own. We’ll make sure you stand out by positioning
your resume in front of hiring officials.

The Aureus Difference.

When it comes to your career, you deserve the best. While we’re one of the largest and most experienced staffing
firms in the industry, Aureus understands that healthcare is personal – and your career is too. What sets us apart?

Experience – More than 25 Years

We put our experience to work for you every day. We understand the commitment of those who devote themselves to
healthcare. We’ve been successfully placing healthcare professionals in positions nationwide for more than 25 years.

Choices & Flexibility

When you work with Aureus Medical, you’ll gain access to a nationwide network of opportunities, meaning more positions
in exciting destinations and a variety of employment options to fit your lifestyle. Work where you want, when you want.

The Highest Standards

We’re committed to leading the healthcare staffing industry in all facets of our business. In everything we do, Aureus Medical
adheres to the highest performance standards, signifying our commitment to our clients, our patients, and you.

Logistical Support & Coordination

A thorough search process is time and labor intensive, requiring constant attention, follow up, and extensive paperwork.
Aureus will handle the details for you, including assisting with licensing and credentialing. We’ll coordinate all aspects of
your search and identify the opportunities that fit your unique profile.

Personal Service & Rapid Response

We offer you a single point of contact for all your needs, whatever they maybe. We’re here when you need us - 24/7.

Housing & Travel Services In-House

Your private housing and travel arrangements will be handled by our in-house specialists.

Rewards

Earn up to $1000 with our Referral Bonus Program.

